Click here to access the Crime Scene investigation presentation.
DETECTIVE SCENARIO: Student instructions
A body has been found in a local park.
The Coroner suggests that the injuries found suggest that the person was a victim of a savage dog attack.
We have gathered a variety of information from local residents - much of which relates to dog walkers in
the vicinity.
As a member of the investigative team, we need to start piecing together the statements and try to identify
the following:
1. Who owns which dog, and what toy have they been seen playing with?
2. Which dog attacked the victim?
3. Ultimately WHO is responsible?
If we can factually demonstrate our findings, we will be in a position to prosecute. A wild guess is not
enough to persuade the CPS (Crown Prosecution Service) that a case could be taken to court.
You have received a number of statements that need processing, and connecting, to identify the dog owners, with their dogs, and the toys they play with.
Once you have worked this out - report to your supervisor.
He/she will hopefully have received further crime scene evidence from forensics to help you solve the
case.
When you think you’ve solved the case, let your supervisor know ASAP.
(Maybe you’ll be the fastest and most accurate detective?)

Witness statements/neighbourly observations/door-to-door interviews
Michelle’s dog is not Gonzo

Karen throws a tennis ball to her dog

The golden retriever does not
like Frisbees

Sajid does not know how to
throw a Frisbee

The poodle does not chase golf balls

Chester belongs to Sajid

Chester is NOT a poodle

The collie does not chase tennis
balls

The mutt loves his squeaky toy

The squeaky toy doesn’t go
home with Gonzo.

Chester is not a Collie

The poodle does not belong to
Sajid

The mutt does not play with
old socks

Gonzo is not a golden retriever

Brooks is a lovable mutt

Karen does not have a Lab

Michelle throws a golf ball to her dog

Brooks does not belong to Ali

Oscar catches his Frisbee in
mid air

Karen does not own the mutt

Zeus is not the name of Jane’s
dog

The Lab loves to run after golf
balls

(22 statements from local witnesses)
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